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PERSONAL INFORMATION Mikhail Maslov 

90, 16 Bronny, 630022 Novosibirsk (Russia) 

 (+7) 913-394-73-62    

 feraj@mail.ru 

feraj.narod.ru  

Skype skjeller80  

Sex Male | Date of birth 13 Oct 1980 | Nationality Russian 

JOB APPLIED FOR Teaching professional

WORK EXPERIENCE  

12/03/2007–05/07/2009 Economist
Novosibirsk Mayor's office, Novosibirsk (Russia) 

Expert work in economic fields

Making analytics, reports, rewies on current economic development and its influence on Novosibirsk

Preparing speeches for public persons

01/09/2009–31/08/2010 Higher education teaching professional
Novosibirsk institute of economy and management, Novosibrsk (Russia) 

lecturing, conduction of seminars

scientific work

01/09/2010–Present Higher education teaching professional
Novosibirsk state technical university
20 K. Marx avenue, 630072 Novosibirsk (Russia) 
www.nstu.ru 

lecturing, conduction of seminars

scientific work

some administrative functions (organizaton of conferences, for example)

Business or sector Education 

10/02/2014–Present Engineer
Novosibirsk national research state university, Novosibirsk (Russia) 

Organizing meteor observations

15/09/2014–Present administrator
IMO Video Meteor Network 

Checking the obvervations sent by Meteor Network members for the following analysis

EDUCATION AND TRAINING  

01/09/1998–01/11/2007 PhD in Economics
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Novosibirsk state technical university
20 K. Marx avenue, 630073 Novosibirsk (Russia) 
www.nstu.ru 

General

Foreing language, politology, physical culture, informatics, bibliography, linear algebra, mathematical 
analysis, concepts of modern nature sciences, history of economics, psycology and pedagogics, basic 
of economic theory, history, culturology, computer software of a manager, logic and culture of thinking, 
phylosophy, sociology, demography, law, life safety, philosophy and methodology of science, computer 
technologies in economy and education, contemporary demographic problems, 

Occupational

economy of enterprise, industrial tecnology, probability theory and mathematical statistics, economic 
theory (micro- and macroeconomy), mathematical programming, history of economic thoughts, 
organization of manufacturing, accounting, statictics, world economy, mathematical methods of 
economy research, econometrics, design and advertisement, insurance, economy and sociology of 
labour, economy of natural resources use, finances, money supply and credit, marketing, tax system, 
management, human resourses management, market microanalysis, banking, policy of incomes and 
wage, regional economy, finance of enterprises, mathematical modelling of economic systems, 
economic analysis, organization and financing of investments, strategic planning, economy of Russia, 
macroeconomic theories, government control of economy and economic policy, stock market, 
economy of social sector, public choice theory, culture and economy, theory of games and its use in 
economy, economy of transition period, theory of economic development, economic problems of 
Russia, institutional economy, comparative analysis of economic systems, theory of industrial markets

PERSONAL SKILLS  

Mother tongue(s) Russian

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English B1 B2 C1 C1 C1

Language centre of Novosibirsk state technical university 

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills great experience of teaching work

very good skiils in establishing contacts with people of different ages and interests

Organisational / managerial skills leadership, both formal and informal (in astronomy groups)

organizational (arranged a number of scientific and social events)

Job-related skills mentoring skills (necessary for a teacher)

good team member (experince of 

participation in team work in projects with complicated tasks and lack of time for their solution)

Digital competence - good command of office suite (word processor, spread sheet, presentation software)

- basic skills in some programming languages (C, Basic)

- skills in special astronomy software programs

Other skills skillful astronomy amateur

snowboarding 
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speleology

Driving licence B

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

Publications My publications in meteor astronomy:

1. Maslov M. Leonid predictions for the period 2001-2100. WGN, Journal of the International Meteor 
Organization, 2007, vol. 35, no. 1, p. 5-12.

Link: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2007JIMO...35....5M  

2. Maslov M. Future Draconid outbursts (2011 - 2100). WGN, Journal of the International Meteor 
Organization, 2011, vol. 39, no. 3, p. 64-67

Link: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2011JIMO...39...64M  

3. Maslov M. 1900 Draconid Trail Activity in 2011 and the Prospects for 2014. 

Earth, Moon, and Planets, 2014, Volume 112, Issue 1-4, pp. 7-14

Link: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2014EM%26P..112....7...  

4. M.P. Maslov, A.R. Nesterenko, M.I. Nesterenko. Meteor showers and comets [in Russian]: textbook, 
2014, 54 p.
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